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achieving more actionable recommendations for product development
INTRODUCTION
Descriptive methods such as QDA and qualitative exploration are
commonly used for separate purposes. Collecting qualitative insights
on sensory product perceptions in Focus Groups (FG) is reasonable, but
limited by the lack of ability of naïve consumers to specifically define the
sensory stimuli and to evaluate products in a proper way.

Implementing the experience of descriptive panel methods in product related
qualitative exploration allows the examination of products and the concept
behind them in a more comprehensive way. This approach enhances standard
FG output, creating added value on actionable recommendations for further
product development.

SOLUTIONS
A high grade of customization through the implementation of different descriptive panel methods (which can be combined) in Focus
Groups with their advantages and disadvantages exposed as follows:
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Disadvantages

• Small consumersample
• No reliable sensory
input
• No solid base for
product improvements
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• More precise and
reliable sensory feedback
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• Explore “sensory fit to
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products

Applying and/or combining different sensory methods in Focus Groups
allows best solutions to various customer requirements with reasonable
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pricing. The ideal solution has to be identified according
the desired output considering the advantages and
disadvantages of every used method.
Implementing sensory panel methods in Focus Groups
can be used to keep your budget under control
and costs down.
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CONCLUSION
Implementing sensory panel methods in Focus Groups can bring many
advantages: more reliable feedback, a better understanding of the
consumers perceptions, focus on product strengths and weaknesses
or test the “sensory fit to product concept”.
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